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Community edits to questions and answers (called post edits) plays an important role in improving content
quality in Stack Overflow. Our study of post edits in Stack Overflow shows that a large number of edits are
about formatting, grammar and spelling. These post edits usually involve small-scale sentence edits and our
survey of trusted contributors suggests that most of them care much or very much about such small sentence
edits. To assist users in making small sentence edits, we develop an edit-assistance tool for identifying minor
textual issues in posts and recommending sentence edits for correction. We formulate the sentence editing
task as a machine translation problem, in which an original sentence is “translated” into an edited sentence.
Our tool implements a character-level Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) encoder-decoder model, trained
with about 6.8 millions original-edited sentence pairs from Stack Overflow post edits. We evaluate our edit
assistance tool using a large-scale archival post edits, a field study of assisting a novice post editor, and a
survey of trusted contributors. Our evaluation demonstrates the feasibility of training a deep learning model
with post edits by the community and then using the trained model to assist post editing for the community.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Stack Overflow is the most popular Question and Answering (Q&A) site for software programming.
It hosts a community of millions of developers who share and learn software programming knowledge. An important reason for the popularity of Stack Overflow is that the content of Stack Overflow
posts has been well maintained by the community. After a question or answer (referred to as a
post in Stack Overflow) is posted, it can be self-edited by the post owner (i.e., the question asker or
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Fig. 1. An example of post edit in Stack Overflow

answerer) and/or collaboratively edited by some post editors1 (i.e., users other than the post owner).
In Stack Overflow, users with 2000+ reputation scores are considered as trusted contributors. Other
users are considered as novice contributors. Edits by post owners or trusted contributors will be
directly accepted. While Edits by novice contributors will be accepted only if they are approved by
three trusted contributors to guarantee the site quality. As of December 11, 2016, 12.3 million posts
(i.e., about 37% of all 33.5 million posts) have been edited at least once, and there have been more
than 21.8 million accepted post edits2 (see Figure 1 for an example).
Studies [21, 24] show that post editing improves the content quality. By analyzing the Stack
Overflow’s archival post edits, we find that some post editing involves complex revisions such as
adding or removing sentences, code snippets or web resources. But there are also large numbers of
post edits which involve small sentence revisions, such as correcting misspellings or grammar errors
in a sentence, or changing the word or sentence format according to the website- or domain-specific
convention. For example, Figure 1 shows a post edit with corrections of misspellings, grammar
errors and formatting. Table 1 lists more examples of different kinds of small sentence edits. Among
all 8.5 million post edits annotated with comments in Stack Overflow, 2.1 millions (24.7%)3 of them
contain keywords like “spell”, “grammar” or “format” in the comments of post edits (See Section 3.3).
Our survey of trusted contributors in Stack Overflow who has made large numbers of post edits
to their own or others’ posts further confirms the core users’ attention to small sentence edits to
improve the content quality (See Section 7).
The presence of a large number of small sentence edits and the attention of trusted contributors
to such edits motivate us to investigate a post edit assistance tool for identifying minor textual
issues in posts and recommending proper corrections, such as those shown in Figure 1 and Table 1.
Our analysis of “who edited posts” (see Section 3.2) reveals that 65.77% of all accepted post edits
are self-edits by the post owners and 34.23% are collaborative edits by some post editors. Among
collaborative edits, 89% are done by trusted contributors and 11% are done by novice contributors.
Therefore, an edit assistance tool will not only help post owners reduce minor textual issues before
posting their questions and answers, but also help post editors improve their editing efficiency.
Furthermore, the identified issues together with the recommended corrections will help novice
post editors learn community-adopted editing patterns.
To determine the required tool support, we conduct a formative study to understand the categories,
editing reasons and scale of changes of post edits in Stack Overflow. As shown in Table 1, some
sentence edits (row 1-5) is to fix general language issues, such as misspellings, grammar errors,
sentence formatting issues. Some general language issues can be resolved by spell checking tools
1 https://stackoverflow.com/help/editing
2 Hereafter,

post edits refer to accepted post edits, unless otherwise stated.
number could be highly underestimated as there are many similar words which are not taken into account, such as
“typo”, “wording”, “indentation”, etc. See Figure 3.
3 This
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1

Original Sentence
I need to get the last char of a srting.

Edited Sentence
I need to get the last char of a string.

Editing Reason
Spelling

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Is it possible to this?
Can you suggest me
Any ideas how to fix it ?
how can I accomplish this?
My problem is the when I click on the OK button, nothing happens.
EDIT: Sorry, I should have inserted the term "cross browser" somewhere.
1) How to connect to SVN server from java?
I want an Apple script that refreshes a certain song in iTunes from file.

Is it possible to do this?
Can you suggest me?
Any ideas how to fix it?
How can I accomplish this?
My problem is the when I click on the ` OK ` button, nothing happens.
**EDIT**: Sorry, I should have inserted the term "cross browser" somewhere.
< li > How to connect to SVN server from java? < /li >
I want an AppleScript that refreshes a certain song in iTunes from a file.

Grammar
Punctuation
Space
Capitalization
Annotation
Annotation
HTML
Spelling

I am trying to parse a set of XML files.
Use JavaScript function isNaN.

Capitalization
Capitalization

10 I am trying to parse a set of xml files.
11 Use javascript function isNaN.

Table 1. Examples of small sentence edits in Stack Overflow

like LanguageTool4 . However, due to the lack of domain knowledge, general spell checkers often
make mistakes, such as changing css (acronym for Cascading Style Sheets) to CBS, json (acronym
for JavaScript Object Notation) to son, or li (an HTML tag) to Ali. Furthermore, there are many
sentence edits beyond general language issues, such as site-specific formatting style (row 6-8) and
domain-specific naming convention (row 9-11). For example, when mentioning a User Interface
(UI) component (e.g., the OK button), the community prefers to quote the component name. When
listing items, the community prefers to use Markdown language5 (e.g., HTML <li>). Softwarespecific names should be mentioned according to the domain-specific convention, like AppleScript
rather than Apple script.
Considering the devisity of words and formats involved in sentence edits, it would require
significant manual effort to develop and validate a complete set of rules for representing editing
patterns. For example, OK should be quoted when it refers to an UI component, but it will not be
quoted in many other contexts. It is impractical to enumerate all such cases.
Alternatively, machine learning techniques can be used to learn sentence editing patterns from
archival post edits. In this work, we formulate sentence editing as a machine translation problem,
in which an original sentence is “translated” into an edited sentence. We solve the problem using
the RNN encoder-decoder model [9]. As we observe that the majority of post edits involves only
character-level changes of post content, we decide to use a character-level RNN model. Furthermore,
we develop a normalization method for preprocessing and postprocessing domain-specific rare
words (e.g., URLs, API calls, variable names) in posts before and after the RNN model training.
To train the RNN model, we develop a text differencing algorithm to collect a large dataset of
original-edited sentence pairs from post edits, such as those shown in Table 16 . The trained RNN
model detects and encodes editing patterns from original-edited sentence pairs, thus removing the
need for prior manual editing rule development.
We evaluate the quality of sentence editing recommendations by our approach with large-scale
archival post edits. Our approach outperforms the LanguageTool (a rule-based proof-reading tool
that has been developed for over 10 years) and a phrase-based SMT technique [31] specially designed
for sentence correction. We also conduct a field study in which the first author acts as a novice
post editor that has little post editing experience. Based on the sentence editing recommendations
by our tool, he edits 39 posts, 36 of which have been accepted. That is, for each accepted post edit,
at least three trusted contributors consider that the edit has significantly improved the post quality.
Finally, we collect 58 replies in a survey of trusted contributors who has made large numbers of
post edits. These replies shed the light on the trusted contributors’ opinions and suggestions for
our tool.
4 https://languagetool.org/
5 http://stackoverflow.com/editing-help
6 Edits in Table 1 are underlined for the explanation purpose. The RNN model does not know such sentence edits in advance.
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We make the following contributions in this paper:
• We conduct a formative study of post editing in Stack Overflow and a survey of trusted
contributors’ attention to small sentence edits, which help us understand the need for an
edit assistance tool and who can benefit from the tool in which scenarios.
• We develop a RNN-based edit assistance tool for identifying spelling, grammar and formatting
issues in Stack Overflow posts and recommending corrections. The tool learns editing patterns
from big data of accepted archival post edits and makes special considerations of the data
characteristics of post edits. To the best of our knowledge, our dataset is the largest dataset
that has ever been collected for sentence editing task.
• We evaluate our approach from three perspectives, including the quality of sentence editing
recommendations using large-scale archival post edits, the ability to assist a novice post
editor in editing unfamiliar posts, and the feedbacks of 58 trusted contributors on our tool.
2

RELATED WORK

Wikipedia-like collaborative editing has been adopted in Stack Overflow to ensure the content
quality on the site [24]. Existing studies investigate the general implications of collaborative editing
in large-scale social computing system. For example, Vargo and Matsubara [35] investigates how
different users behave in a system that contains gamified motivations for contributing edits. Li et
al. [21] examines the trade-offs between managing quality and encouraging contributions. They
show that collaborative editing significantly and robustly improves the votes received, the number
of answers received for questions, the likelihood of questions getting accepted answers, and the
likelihood of answers being accepted, but it barely decreases the users’ subsequent contributions.
Different from existing studies, our formative study of post editing in Stack Overflow examines
who edits posts and the categories, editing reasons and scale of changes of post edits, which reveals
the need for and the benefits of a specific tool support to assist post editing.
Machine learning techniques have been developed to assist collaborative editing in online
communities. For example, Li et al. [20] trained a classifier to predict whether a post needs an
edit. Wikipedia develops the Objective Revision Evaluation Service (ORES) [1] to separate blatant
vandalism from well-intentioned changes in the edit review process. Our edit assistance tool is
different as it works at a much finer-grained level. Instead of classifying posts or post edits, our
tool identifies spelling, grammar and formatting issues in sentences and recommends sentence
edits to fix the identified issues.
Much research has been carried out to correct spelling and grammar errors using machine learning techniques. Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz [16] adopt phrase-based Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) method for automatic grammar error correction. Mizumoto and Matsumoto [26]
and Yuan et al. [41] propose a ranking method to rank the SMT’s recommendations of grammar
error corrections. However, SMT focuses on source-target phrase pairs without effective modeling
sentence context. Furthermore, SMT consists of components that are trained separately and then
combined [18]. Compared with traditional SMT methods, Neural Machine Translation (NMT),
such as RNN-based methods [25, 38], models sentence context and all the NMT components are
trained jointly to maximize the performance. Especially, NMT is appealing for Grammatical Error
Correction (GEC) tasks as it may correct erroneous sentences that have not been seen in the training
data. Therefore, our edit assistance tool adopts a RNN encoder-decorder model [9].
Other researchers also adopt deep learning methods for grammatical error detection [22, 34]
and sentence correction [10, 39, 40]. Although these methods obtain better performance than
traditional SMT methods, they cannot effectively deal with the three data characteristics of Stack
Overflow post edits. First, existing methods are designed for general English text. They cannot
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 1, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: November 2017.
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Fig. 2. The numbers of posts and three kinds of post edits in each year in Stack Overflow

handle domain-specific rare words, such as URLs, API calls and variable names in Stack Overflow
posts, due to the rareness of such domain-specific words and the much noise these words introduce
to the sentence correction model. But simply throwing away these domains-specific rare words
will negatively influence the quality of sentence editing model because it breaks the sentence
integrity. Second, existing methods consider only general language errors that are only part of
post edits in Stack Overflow. They cannot handle the format change such as HTML markdown
and domain-specific naming convention. Third, existing methods deal with word- or phrase-level
correction, but the majority of post edits involves only minor changes of post content at character
level.
Another big limitation of existing NMT methods is the lack of editing data for training deep
learning methods. The Helping Our Own task [12] contains 1264 edits for model training and
1057 edits for testing. The CoNLL-2014 task [30] on GEC contains 57151 edited sentence pairs
for training and 1312 for testing which are collected from essays written by students at National
University of Singapore. To mitigate the lack of data, Liu et al. [13, 22] propose different ways
of artificial error generation, but such generated edits may differ from the real data. We are the
first to leverage the big data of post edits in Q&A sites to train an edit assistance tool for sentence
correction. And our training data is 100 times larger than the largest dataset of existing work [39].
3

FORMATIVE STUDY OF POST EDITING IN STACK OVERFLOW

Stack Overflow is selected as our study subject, not only because of its popularity and large user
base [7, 8], but also because it is a well-known online Q&A site which supports collaborative
editing [21, 24]. We download the latest data dump7 of Stack Overflow which contains 33,402,449
posts (including 12,865,526 questions and 20,536,823 answers) and all post edits since the launch of
Stack Overflow in 2007 to December 11, 2016. Based on this large dataset, we carry out an empirical
study of post edits in Stack Overflow to understand the characteristics of post editing in Stack
Overflow and to motivate the required tool support.
3.1

What has been edited?

In Stack Overflow, there are three kinds of post information which can be edited, i.e., question tags,
question title, and post body [21]. Question-title and post-body editing are of the same nature (i.e.,
sentence editing), while question-tags editing is to add and/or remove the set of tags of a question.
As of December 11, 2016, there have been in total 21,759,565 post edits. Among them, 1,857,568
(9%) are question-title edits, 2,622,955 (12%) are question-tag edits, and the majority of post edits
(17,279,042 (79%)) are post-body edits. The tags of 2,246,658 (17.5%) questions, the titles of 1,630,933
(12.7%) questions, and the body of 11,205,822 (33.5%) posts have been edited at least once. Figure 2
7 https://archive.org/download/stackexchange
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Fig. 3. The word cloud of the top 50 most frequent words appearing in edit comments (the words are aligned
alphabetically from left to right)

shows that the number of post edits increases as the number of posts increases over time. The
number of question-title and question-tag edits increase slowly, while the number of post-body
edits increase in a similar rate as posts increase.
Overall, post-body and question-title edits make up the majority of post edits. Compared with
adding/removing question tags, post-body and question-title editing are more complex (further
studied in the next question). Therefore, we focus on post-body and question-title edits in this
work. Hereafter, post edits refer to post-body and question-title edits, unless otherwise stated.
3.2 Who edited posts?
Among all 19,136,610 post-body and question-title edits, 12,586,199 (65.77%) are self-edits by the
post owners, 5,806,880 (30.34%) are collaborative edits by trusted contributors, and 743,531 (3.89%)
are collaborative edits by novice contributors. This data suggests that an edit assistance tool may
benefit the Stack Overflow community from three perspectives.
First, the tool can highlight the textual issues in the posts that the post owners are creating and
remind them fixing the issues. This helps to get the posts right in the first place and reduce the need
for after-creation editing. Second, trusted contributors make up only 9% of Stack Overflow users
but they take up 30.34% of post editing tasks. An edit assistance tool that recommends sentence
edits can improve the editing efficiency of trusted contributors. Third, the approved edits by novice
editors is rather low. This could be because novice editors do not have enough experience and
courage to edit others’ posts, or their edits are incorrect and rejected by trusted contributors. It
also suggest that an edit assistant tool would be beneficial if novice editors would like to use
small edits as a mechanism for legitimate peripheral participation, because an edit assistance tool’s
edit recommendations can serve as a “tutor” to teach novice contributors the community-adopted
editing patterns. This may help to on-board novice contributors in Stack Overflow and improve the
quality of their post edits.
3.3

What are post edits about?

According to the Stack Overflow’s edit guidelines8 , there are four common types of edits: 1) to fix
grammatical or spelling mistakes, 2) to clarify the meaning of a post without changing it, 3) to
correct minor mistakes or add addendums/updates as the post ages, 4) to add related resources or
hyperlinks.
We analyze the comments of post edits to understand what post edits are about and whether
they align with the community guideline. In Stack Overflow, when users finish editing a post, they
can add a short comment to summarize the post edit. We collect all post-edit comments and apply
8 http://stackoverflow.com/help/privileges/edit
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standard text processing step to post-edit comment such as removing punctuation, lowercasing all
characters, excluding stop words, stemming. Then we count the word frequencies and we display
the top 50 most frequent words in a word cloud [36] in Figure 3. The font size of a word depends
on the word frequency9 in our dataset.
According to these comments, it can be seen that post edits have covered four common edit
types in the guideline, such as “spelling”, “typo”, “grammar” for the type (1), “clarification”, “details”, “explanation’ for type (2), “fixes”, “errors”, “changes” for type (3), and “links”, “information”,
“image” for type (4). Apart from them, there are also some other keywords, such as “formatting”,
“indentation”, “highlighting”, “capitalization”, and “readability”. Although formatting, grammar
and spelling types of edits are not about post mistakes or additional/updated resources, they are
still crucial for readers as these edits can make the posts easier to read and understand. Table 1
lists some examples of formatting, grammar and spelling edits. In fact, the word cloud shows that
formatting, grammar and spelling types of edits happen more frequently than other types of edits.
3.4

What is the scale of changes that post edits involve?

When editing a post, users may change some words, delete a sentence, add some sentences or
code snippets according to different goals or context. To understand the scale of changes that post
edits involve, we measure the similarity between the original post before a post edit and the edited
post after the edit. Given a post edit, let oriдinal and edited be the text content (question title or
post body) of the original and edited post. We use the text-matching algorithm [5] to find the
character-level Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) between the oriдinal and edited content. We
measure the similarity between the original and edited post as:
similarity(oriдinal, edited) =

2 ∗ Nmatch
Ntot al

(1)

where Nmat ch is the number of chars in the LCS and the Ntot al is the total number of all chars in
both the oriдinal and edited content. The similarity score is in the range of 0 to 1. The higher the
similarity score, the less changes between the original and edited post.
As shown in Figure 4, among the 17,279,042 post-body edits, the original and edited post body
of 55.28% edits are very similar with the similarity score between 0.9 and 1. 16.01% of them are
between 0.8 to 0.9. Similarly, among 1,857,568 question-title edits, 64.47% of them are between 0.8
and 1. This indicates that most of the post edits involve only minor scale of changes of question
titles and post bodies.
Summary: Our study shows that there is a large number of formatting, grammar and spelling
types of post edits that involve minor scale of changes of post content. Assisting these types of post
edits would benefit the post owners, trusted contributors and novice contributors from different
9 We

normalize the frequency in logarithm to avoid the extreme large word size in the figure.
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perspectives. To be effective, the edit assistance tool must be able to handle the diversity of post
editing patterns and the character-level changes that post edits often involve.
4

ASSISTING SENTENCE EDITING

Based on the empirical observation of post edits in Stack Overflow, we focus our effort in this work
on sentence edits that correct minor textual issues in a sentence, such as those shown in Figure 1
and Table 1. Considering the diversity of post editing patterns, it would require significant effort
to manually develop a complete set of editing patterns which is time-consuming and error-prone.
Therefore, we propose a deep-learning based approach which can automatically detect and encode
sentence editing patterns from large numbers of archival post edits using a RNN encoder-decoder
model [9].
4.1

Approach Overview

The overall workflow of our approach is shown in Figure 5. Our approach aligns the sentences of
the original and edited posts for preparing a large corpus of original-edited sentence pairs for model
training (Section 4.2). To reduce the negative effects of domain-specific rare words on the model, our
approach normalizes the sentences by replacing domain-specific rare words (such as URLs, APIs,
variable names) by special symbols (Section 4.4). To model character-level changes of post edits like
formatting, grammar, spelling, our approach trains a character-level RNN encoder-decoder model
with a large parallel corpus of original-edited sentence pairs (Section 4.3). The trained sentence
editing model can identify minor textual issues (both general and domain-specific) in an original
sentence and recommend corrections of these issues. Next, we will describe the core steps of our
approach.
4.2

Collecting the Corpus of Original-Edited Sentence Pairs

A post may have been edited several times. Assume a post has N versions, i.e., undergoing N − 1
post edits. For each post edit i (1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1), we collect a pair of the original and edited content.
The original content is from the version i of the post before the edit, and the edited content is from
the version i + 1 of the post after the edit. The edited part can be question title or post body. As
this work focuses on sentence edits, we remove code snippets by HTML tags “< code >” from the
collected content. Then, we split the content into sentences by punctuation such as “.”, “?”, “!” and
“;”.
The Algorithm 1 aligns the sentence list oList from the original content and the sentence list
eList from the edited content. It finds the LCS of matched (lines 4-10) and unmatched-but-similarenough (lines 11-23) sentences between the two input sentence lists. For the two unmatched
sentences, computeSimilarity() computes the char-level LCS of the two sentences [5] and measures
the sentence similarity using the Eq. 1. For a sentence in the oList, if the similarity score larдestScore
of the most similar sentence in the eList is above a threshold sim_threshold, the two sentences
are aligned as a pair of original-edited sentences. Similarity threshold should be set to achieve a
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 1, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: November 2017.
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ALGORITHM 1: Collect original-edited sentence pairs from post edits
Input: Two sentence lists oList (original) and eList (edited)
Output: A list of original-edited sentence pairs pList
Init oIndex ← 0, eIndex ← 0;
while oIndex < oList.length && eIndex < eList.length do
Init larдestScore ← −1, topPosition ← −1;
for i ∈ [eIndex, eList.length-1] do
if oList[oIndex] == eList[i] then
eIndex = i + 1;
larдestScore = 1;
break;
end
end
if larдestScore! = 1 then
for i ∈ [eIndex, eList.length-1] do
similarity = computeSimilarity(oList[oIndex], eList[i]);
if similarity > larдestScore then
larдestScore = similarity;
topPosition = i;
end
end
if largestScore > sim_threshold then
pList .append([oList[oIndex], eList[topPosition]]);
eIndex = topPosition + 1;
end
end
oIndex = oIndex + 1;
end

balanced precision and recall for sentence alignment, so we experimentally set the threshold at 0.8
in this work. The algorithm outputs all aligned original-edited sentence pairs.
From the post edits before Dec 11, 2016, we collect 13,806,188 sentence pairs. But there are two
common problematic kinds of sentence pairs in the dataset. First, some sentence pairs are code
snippets which are not enclosed inside < code > HTML tag. Such code-snippet sentences are not
in the scope of our study. We exclude code-snippet sentences if sentences contain programming
constructs such as “{”, “}”, “=”, “if(”, “for(”, “while(”. Second, sometimes a post is edited by one user,
but then is edited back into its original content by another user. We cannot decide which one of the
edits is more suitable. Therefore, we exclude such sentence pairs. After post-processing, 7,545,979
sentence pairs are left, which are used to train the RNN encoder-decoder model for automatic
sentence editing.
4.3

Character-Level RNN Encoder-Decoder Model

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a class of neural networks where connections between units
form directed cycles. Due to its nature, it is especially useful for tasks involving sequential inputs
such as speech recognition [14] and sentence completion [25]. Compared with traditional n-gram
language model [6], a RNN-based language model can predict a next word by preceding words with
variant distance rather than a fixed number of words. This makes it possible to model long-distance
dependencies in the sentence.
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The architecture of a basic RNN model includes three layers. An input layer maps each word to a
vector using word embedding or one-hot word representation. A recurrent hidden layer recurrently
computes and updates a hidden state after reading each word. An output layer estimates the
probabilities of the next word given the current hidden state. Figure 6 shows the unfolding in time
of the RNN’s forward computation. At time step t, it estimates the probability of the next word
P(w t +1 |w 1 , ..., w t ) by three steps. First, the current word w t is mapped to a vector x t by the input
layer.
x t = input(w t )
(2)
Then, the hidden layer generates the hidden state ht according to the previous hidden state ht −1
and the current input x t
ht = ht −1 ∗ W + x t ∗ U
(3)
where W , U are parameters inside the neural network. Finally, the P(w t +1 |w 1 , ..., w t ) is predicted
according to the current hidden state ht :
P(w t +1 |w 1 , ..., w t ) = д(ht )

(4)

where the function д produces valid probabilities. During model training, the parameters are learned
by backpropagation [37] with gradient descent to minimize the error rate.
More complex RNN-based models have been developed for more complex NLP tasks. For example,
the RNN encoder-decoder model [9] is commonly adopted for machine translation tasks. This
model includes two RNNs as its main components: one RNN to encode a variable-length sequence
into a fixed-length vector representation, and the other RNN to decode the given fixed-length vector
representation into a variable-length sequence. From a probabilistic perspective, this model is a
general method to learn the conditional distribution over a variable-length sequence conditioned
on yet another variable-length sequence, i.e., p(y1 , ..., yT ′ |x 1 , ..., xT ). The length of the input T and
′
output T may differ.
The architecture of our character-level RNN encoder-decoder model is shown in Figure 7. The
example is to edit “is jave oo.” to “Is Java OO?” in which “OO” is the abbreviation of “Object
Oriented”. The encoder is a basic RNN model that reads each character of an original sentence x
sequentially. This work focuses on sentence edits that involve many character-level changes such
as misspellings, capitalizations, annotations. Furthermore, the character-level model can avoid the
out-of-vocabulary problem [4, 23] because there are countless words, but only limited characters.
Therefore, we use the character-level RNN model instead of the normal word-level one. As the
model reads each character sequentially, the hidden state of the RNN encoder is updated according
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pls check https://docs.python.org/2/library/itertools.html#itertools.groupby for itertools.groupby() …
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Post-process: Please check https://docs.python.org/2/library/itertools.html#itertools.groupby for itertools.groupby() …

Fig. 8. The process to deal with domain-specific rare words

to Eq. 3. After reading the end of the the input, the hidden state of the RNN encoder is a vector c
summarizing the whole input original sentence.
The decoder of the model is another RNN which is trained to generate the output edited sentence
by predicting the next word yt given the hidden state h (t ) . Unlike the basic RNN model in Figure 6,
yt and ht are not only conditioned on yt −1 but also on the summary vector c of the input sentence.
Hence, the hidden state of the decoder at time t is computed:
ht = f (ht −1 , yt −1 , c)

(5)

and the conditional distribution of the next character is
P(yt |(w 1 , ..., w t −1 ), c) = д(ht , yt −1 , c)

(6)

for the given activation functions f and д. The two RNN components of the RNN encoder-decoder
model are jointly trained to maximize the conditional log-likelihood
N
1 Õ
log pθ (yn |x n )
max
θ N
n=1

(7)

where θ is the set of the model parameters and each (x n , yn ) is a pair of original-edited sentences
from the training corpus.
4.4

Normalizing Domain-Specific Rare Words

The performance of deep learning models heavily depends on the quality of the training data. In
particular, our RNN-based model relies on patterns of character sequences. However, in domainspecific Q&A text like Stack Overflow discussions, many terms are problem-specific or external
resources, such as URLs of online documents (e.g., http://support.microsoft.com/kb/299853), API calls (e.g.,
document.getElementById(’whatever’)) and variable names (e.g., pages[0] ). According to our observation,
these specific terms usually have few errors because developers are more careful and sensitive
when mentioning API/variable names than other general text. For the URL links, most of them are
put into the text by copy-paste which rarely lead to errors.
However, when dealing with such special character sequences, the RNN encoder-decoder model
cannot learn meaningful patterns effectively due to their rareness and diversity in text. Furthermore,
these problem-specific and resource terms will negatively influence the quality of sentence editing
model because they introduce noise to other normal words. But simply throwing away these
domains-specific rare words will also negatively influences the quality of sentence editing model
because it breaks the sentence integrity. Therefore, we normalize mentions of such domain-specific
rare words in the training sentences to simplify the model complexity.
The normalization process first detects mentions of domain-specific rare words by regular
expressions. Each detected mention in the original and edited sentence will be marked by a unique
special symbol. For Stack Overflow sentences, we develop regular expressions for detecting URLs by
http:// or https:// , API calls by API conventions like a.b(c) (Java/Python) or a::b(c) (C/C++), and array/list
variables by a[] . As the example in the Figure 8 shows, https://docs.python.org/2/library/itertools.html#itertools.groupby
and itertools.groupby() are marked as U N K_U RL 1 and U N K_API 1 after normalizing the training
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original-edited sentences. U N K_U RLindex , U N K_APIindex , or U N K_V ARIABLEindex are special
symbols where index is the unique index of an URL/API/variable in the training corpus.
The normalized sentence pairs are used to train the RNN encoder-decoder model. Given an
original sentence to be edited, the trained model will change it into an edited sentence. The special
symbols are then mapped back to the original domain-specific words in a post-processing step.
4.5

Implementation

Slightly different from the model in Figure 7, our implementation of the RNN encoder-decoder
model consists of 3 hidden layers, i.e., deeper model structure for better learning. In each hidden
layer, there are 1024 hidden units to store the hidden states. We implement our model based on the
Tensorflow [2] framework and train the model in a Nvidia M40 GPU (24G memory) for about 6
days.
5

THE QUALITY OF RECOMMENDED SENTENCE EDITS

Our edit assistance tool aims to help post owners and editors edit posts by identifying textual issues
in sentences and recommending small sentence edits for correcting these issues. The quality of
recommended sentence edits will affect the adoption of the tool by the community. In this section,
we use randomly selected 377,298 original-edited sentence pairs from archival post edits to evaluate
the quality of recommended sentence edits by our tool.
5.1

Dataset

From the accepted 19,136,610 post edits, we collect 7,545,979 original-edited sentence pairs. We
randomly take 6,791,381 (90%) of these sentence pairs as the training data, 377,298 (5%) as the
development data to tune model hyperparameters, and 377,298 (5%) as the testing data to evaluate
the quality of recommended sentence edits by our tool.
5.2

Baseline Methods

Apart from our own model, we take another two methods as baselines for comparison. One baseline
is the LanguageTool10 , an open source proof-reading program for more than 20 languages. This
tool’s style and grammar checker is rule-based and has been developed for over 10 years. The other
baseline is the phrase-based SMT model specifically designed for sentence correction [31]. We use
the same training data to train the SMT model.
5.3

Evaluation metric

Our task can be regarded as a domain-specific GEC task, as it deals with the site- and domain-specific
formatting, grammar and spelling knowledge. Therefore, we adopt GEC metrics for evaluating our
approach.
Precision and recall have been traditionally used to evaluate the performance of GEC approaches [11, 12]. Given a sentence, precision measures the percentage of edits suggested by
a tool that are correct, and recall measures the percentage of correct edits that are suggested by the
tool. Precision and recall require manually-annotated gold-standard edits, such as insert, deletion,
replacement, tense change, etc., in the sentences [30]. For example, the underlined text in the
reference sentences in Table 2 are manually annotated gold-standard changes for the corresponding
original sentences. However, the difficulty of defining error types and the disagreement between
annotators often challenge the annotation validity as a gold standard [33]. This is especially the case
10 https://languagetool.org/
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Original Sentence
Edits by a tool
Reference
GLEU score

how do i make a file handle from a file path specified on the command line?
How do I make a file handle from a file path specified on the command line?
How do I make a filehandle from a file path specified on the command line?
48.36

32:13
Would you recommend Java/J2EE, .Net / Erlang ?
Would you recommend Java/J2EE, .NET / Erlang ?
Would you recommend Java/J2EE, .NET or Erlang?
27.08

Table 2. GLEU score for different edits

for our data, considering the large number of techniques and concepts that have been discussed in
Stack Overflow and the varieties of sentence edits that have been applied.
In the GEC field, recent released shared tasks have prompted the development of GLEU [27,
28] (Generalized Language Understanding Evaluation11 ) for evaluating GEC approaches. GLEU
is a customized metric from the BLEU (BiLingual Evaluation Understudy) [32] score which is
widely used to evaluate the machine-translation quality. It is independent of manual-annotation
scheme and requires only reference sentences (without annotations of gold-standard edits). Recent
studies [29, 33] show that GLEU has the strongest correlation with human judgments of GEC
quality and effort, compared with precision and recall.
Therefore, we adopt GLEU in our evaluation. We regard an original sentence as the source
sentence (S), the edited sentence by Stack Overflow user as the reference sentence (R), and the
edited sentence generated by a GEC tool as candidate sentence (C). GLEU score measures how
close a candidate sentence generated by the tool is to the reference sentence edited by human, with
respect to the source sentence. Intuitively, GLEU awards the overlap between C and R but not in
S, and penalizes n-grams in S that should have been changed but are not and n-grams found in S
and C but not in R. It also captures the sentence length and the fluency and adequacy of n-gram
overlap. GLEU is computed as:
N
Õ
GLEU (S, R, C) = BP · exp( w n log pn )

(8)

n=1

where pn is the number of n-gram matches between the candidate sentence (C) and the reference
sentence (R), minus the sum of positive difference of n-gram matches between candidate-source
sentences (C, S) and candidate-reference sentences (C, R), divided by the number of n-grams in the
candidate sentence (C):
Í
Í
nд ∈ {C∩R } countC,R (nд) − nд ∈ {C∩S } max[0, countC,S (nд) − countC, R (nд)]
Í
(9)
pn =
nд ∈C count (nд)
where nд ∈ {A ∩ B} are common n-grams in sentence A and B, and count A, B (nд) is the minimum
occurrence number of n-grams in A and B. n = 1, ..., N where N is the maximum number of grams
to be considered. w n is the weight of pn . We set N to 4 which is a common practice in the machine
translation and grammatical error correction literature, and set all w n = N1 . BP is a brevity penalty
which penalizes short candidate sentence (that may have a higher pn due to the small number of
n-grams in the sentence).
(
1
c >r
BP = (1− r )
(10)
e c
c ≤r
where r is the length of the reference sentence, and c is the length of the candidate sentence.
GLEU is expressed a percentage value between 0 and 100. The higher the GLEU, the closer the
candidate sentence is to the reference sentence. If the candidate sentence completely matches the
reference sentence, the GLEU is 100.
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Method
GLEU
RNN encoder-decoder 57.44
LanguageTools
51.93
46.85
SMT
Table 3. The performance of different methods for sentence editing

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Original Sentence
What I did wrong?
pls help me..
However, you show use CSS for this.
I’m thinking it has something to do with the json.
Inside the li tag we have many options to select.
Here selectedShape is either circle or polygon.
Edit: By the way, this is my first time using the community wiki;
It looks a s if the Large image is taking up all the space.
Below the code i use to validate a user login outside magento.
How to find hte library dependency?

Our RNN Encoder-Decoder
What did I do wrong?
Please help me..
However, you should use CSS for this.
I’m thinking it has something to do with the JSON.
Inside the ` li ` tag we have many options to select.
Here ` selectedShape ` is either circle or polygon.
**Edit:** By the way, this is my first time using the community wiki;
It looks as if the Large image is taking up all the space.
Below the code I use to validate a user login outside magento.
How to find the library dependency?

LanguageTool
What I did wrong?
Pls help me.
However, you show use CBS for this.
I’m thinking it has something to do with the son.
Inside the Ali tag we have many options to select.
Here selectedShape is either circle or polygon.
Edit: By the way, this is my first time using the community wiki;
It looks an s if the Large image is taking up all the space.
Below the code i use to validate a user logic outside magenta.
How to find Rte library dependency?

Phrase-based SMT
What I did wrong?
Please help me.
However, you use for this.
I’m thinking it has something to do with the JSON.
Inside the tag we have many options to select.
Here selectedShape is circle or polygon.
Edit: By the way, this is my first time using the wiki;
It looks as if the **Large** is taking up all the space.
the code I use to validate user login outside magento2.
How to find the library dependency..?

Table 4. Examples of sentence edits by different methods

5.4

Evaluation Results

We report out evaluation results by answering the following two research questions.
5.4.1 What is the quality of recommended sentence edits by our method? How much improvement
can it achieve over the baseline methods?
Table 3 presents the GLEU score of different methods for sentence editing tasks in the testing
dataset of 377,298 sentences. Our RNN encoder-decoder model achieves the best overall result
with the average GLEU score 57.44. The average GLEU of the SMT is only 46.85, and the average
GLEU of the LanguageTool is 51.93. According to the literature of machine translation [38, 42] and
grammar error correction [26, 41], the improvement in the GLEU score by our model represents a
significant improvement over the two baseline methods.
GLEU score is a relative strict evaluation metric, i.e., any editing mistake may lead to large decay
of the GLEU score. Consider the original sentence “how do i make a file handle from a file path specified on the
command line?” in Table 2. There should be three edits: how to How, i to I, and file handle to filehandle,
as seen in the reference sentence. Our RNN model suggests the first two edits, but misses the third
edit. But the GLEU score is only 48.36. Similarly, for the other sentence “Would you recommend Java/J2EE,
.Net/Erlang?”, our RNN model suggests one edit, but miss the other edit. The GLEU score is only 27.08.
However, compared with precision (100% in both examples) and recall (66.7% and 50% respectively),
GLEU can better reflect editing quality with respect to editing effort required.
To qualitatively understand the strengths and weakness of different methods, we randomly
sample about 600 sentences for manual inspection. Table 4 lists some representative categories of
examples in which our method outperforms the two baseline methods. Due to the page limitation,
other examples (both high-quality and low-quality) can be found online12 . We can see that compared
with the two baseline methods, our model can carry out relatively complex edits (e.g., the first
example) and domain-specific word and site-specific formatting (e.g., the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th
examples). In such cases, the LanguageTool mostly preserves the original sentences because it does
not have rules for them. Even worse, because many domain-specific words (e.g., css, json, magento)
are out of its vocabulary, the LanguageTool may regarded them as typos of some general words
and make erroneous edits, such as CBS for css (the 3rd example), son for json (the 4th example),
magenta for magento (the 9th example).
The SMT can edit some domain-specific words (e.g., json to JSON in the 4th example). But it often
preserves the original sentences that should be edited (e.g., the 1st and 7th examples), removes
words that should not be removed (e.g., the 3rd, 5th and 6th examples), formats the sentence (e.g.,
11 https://github.com/cnap/gec-ranking
12 http://tagreorder.appspot.com/sentenceCorrection_examples.html
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Fig. 9. The performance of different methods dealing with sentences of different length (the number of
characters of the sentence)

the 8th example) that should not be formatted, or introduces some strange words (e.g., the 9th
example). In general, the phrase-based SMT does not work very well for minor scale of changes
involved in post edits. Therefore, it often has worse GLEU than the LanguageTool.
5.4.2 In which cases does our model recommend low-quality sentence edits?
By analyzing low-quality recommendations by our tool, we find four main cases in which our
model does not perform well.
First, some sentences are edited to add more information which is beyond the context of a
sentence, such as editing “I am currently working on a large project that heavily uses smart pointers with reference counting.”
to “I am currently working on a large project in C++ that heavily uses smart pointers with reference counting.”. Our current model
considers only the local context of a sentence. To support such complicated edits, the broader
context of the sentence (i.e., previous and subsequent sentences) need to be considered in the future.
Second, sometimes the context captured by our model may not be long enough. For example,
the original sentence “My db engine is MySQL I have two table 1.” should be edited to “My DB engine is MySQL I have
two table 1.”. But our method recommends not only capitalizing “db” to “DB”, but also changing “table”
to “tables”. However, the LanguageTool will not make such a mistake because there are no rules
inside it to change singular form to plural form.
Third, different users may have different opinions regarding what should or should not be edited.
For example, some users will edit the sentence “Would you recommend Java/J2EE, .Net / Erlang ?” to “Would you
recommend Java/J2EE, .NET or Erlang?” by changing “/” to “or”. However, many other users will not do that.
Many revert-back edits we see when collecting original-edited sentences are the evidence of such
different opinions. Different editing opinions often result in non-obvious editing patterns, which
machine learning techniques cannot effectively encode.
Fourth, the sentence length is a crucial factor influencing the performance of the RNN model. As
shown in Figure 9, with the increase of the sentence length, the GLEU of all three methods becomes
higher. This does not simply mean that these methods work better on longer sentences than shorter
sentence. Instead, this is because GLEU favors longer sentences as they would require more effort
to read and edit. For example, although the tool misses one edit for both sentences in Table 2, the
GLEU for the longer sentence is much higher than the shorter sentence. For all sentence lengths we
experiment, our model performs the best. But the performance difference between our model and
the baseline methods narrows as the sentence length increases. The fact that GLEU favors longer
sentences and the performance difference narrows actually indicates that the performance of our
RNN model decays as the sentence length increases. That is because the RNN model may “forget”
some prior information when processing towards the end of a long sentence. As such, it cannot
encode long-distance editing patterns very well which will lead to edit mistakes.
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Fig. 10. Part of the results of post edits by our model

6

ASSISTING NOVICE POST EDITORS IN POST EDITING

Having established the confidence in the quality of sentence edits by our tool, we would like to
further investigate whether the recommended sentence edits by our tool can assist novice post
editors who have little experience in post editing and have little expertise in post content in
successfully completing post editing tasks.
To that end, we conduct a small-scale field study, in which the first author who has 400+ reputation
score in Stack Overflow acting as a novice post editor. We randomly select 50 posts from April 4 to
April 6, 2017 which is of reasonable size, and the human effort to manually collect the posts and
submit the post edits is manageable.. These 50 posts are not in our dataset of archival post edits. In
stack Overflow, each question can have up to 5 tags to describe its topics. The 50 selected posts
contain in total 123 tags (if the post is the answer, we take tags from its corresponding question)
and 105 of these tags are unique. This indicates that the 50 selected posts cover a diverse set of
programming topics. In fact, these posts contain many technical terms that are beyond the expertise
of the first author.
In Stack Overflow, novice post editors have to submit their post edits for peer review. According
to the Stack Overflow policy13 , to guarantee the quality of post edits, a post edit will be accepted
only if at least three trusted contributors approve the edit otherwise it will be rejected. The first
author uses our model to generate sentence editing recommendations for the selected 50 posts,
based on which he edits the posts and submit the post edits to the community for approval. Our
field study lasts for three days because each user in Stack Overflow can submit at most 5 post edits
at the same time. We cannot submit more post edits until some submitted post edits are accepted
or rejected.
Among the 50 selected posts, our model finds that 39 posts need at least one sentence edit and
suggests the needed edits. For these 39 posts, there are on average 3.9 sentences edited and 5.6
edits per post (one sentence may receive several edits). Among the 39 submitted post edits, 36
(92.3%) are accepted and 3 (7.7%) are rejected. Records of some accepted and rejected edits14 are
shown in Figure 10. 3 rejected post edits contain 1, 2, 4 sentence edits respectively. For example,
one post edit involves only adding a question mark to the title, and it got three reject votes. The
other two rejected post edits actually got two approval votes but one reject vote. Although our
tool recommends the correct sentence edit, the post edit is rejected because it is regarded as too
minor which does not significantly improve the post quality15 . In other words, for the 36 accepted
post edits, at least trusted contributors believe that they contain sufficient edits that significantly
improve the post quality, and thus approve them.
7

FEEDBACKS OF TRUSTED POST EDITORS

Finally, we conduct a survey of trusted post editors to understand three questions: 1) the trusted
post editors’ attention to small sentence edits. This will help us understand the need for an edit
13 https://meta.stackexchange.com/questions/76284
14 We

cannot release the full results now as they will expose our identity which violates the double-blind polity.
whether a post edit contains significant enough sentence edits is out of scope of this work.

15 Predicting
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assistance tool. 2) The trusted post editors’ opinions on the potential usefulness of our tool. 3) The
trusted post editors’ suggestions for our tool, which may inspire future enhancement of our tool.
We design a survey with three 5-points likert scale questions and 1 free-text question. The likert
scale questions are: 1) How much do yo care about spelling, grammar, formatting edits? (1 being very
little and 5 being very much); 2) What percentage of your edits are spelling, grammar, formatting
edits? (1 being very low and 5 being very high); 3) How much could our tool help with such edits?
(1 being very little and 5 being very much). The first and third questions are accompanied with
the examples in Table 1 and Table 4 for illustration purpose. The free-text question asks for “any
suggestions or opinions for our tool and this research”.
To find survey participants, we sort all Stack Overflow users by the number of post edits they
have made in descending order. We read the profiles of the top 2000 ranked users and find the email
contacts for 410 users. Each of these 410 users has at least 800 post edits to their own or others’
posts. We send these 410 users an email introducing the background and goal of our work and
providing access to the survey. Among these 410 users, we collect 61 valid survey replies16 .
Figure 11 summarizes the results of the three likert scale questions. 55 of 61 survey respondents
care much or very much about spelling, grammar, formatting edits. 30 respondents report that high
or very high percentage of their edits is spelling, grammar, formatting edits. These results confirm
the trusted post editors’ attention to small sentence edits. 34 respondents consider that our tool
would be helpful or very helpful for assisting small sentence edits.
34 of 61 respondents provides their opinions or suggestions for the free-text question. Those
considering our tool helpful comment that “having a natural language and correct grammar is important as all accepted
answers will be archived for reference in future”, “SO needs this tool and I hope to see it in action soon. I believe the resulting tool might be
useful outside the context of SO websites”, and “Very good idea, that would deserve to be integrated into StackOverflow as an assistance
tool”. Some mention “make your tool free software (open source)”.
However, even strong supporters have concerns like “How will it get integrated with the SO site?”. Similar
concerns are mentioned by those holding neural opinion “I believe a tool like that would only be pretty useful if it
somehow did what it did without at all getting in the way”, and those considering our tool not helpful “dubious if you
can create an interface that is sometimes useful and doesn’t get in the way when it isn’t”. We will elaborate our future plan
to integrate our tool in Stack Overflow in Section 8.1.
Some respondents consider our tool not helpful because they do not like spell checking tools
at all “Not interested. Same reason I abhor spell and grammar checkers. Generally way too many false positives”. Others prefer
to use existing tools “I use a browser plugin (Pentadactyl) to do the edits in an external editor (Vim), ... Any browser-based tool
therefore would be of little value to me.”. It would be interesting to see if these respondents would appreciate
the uniqueness and quality of our tool if they had actually use the tool.
Finally, both consider-helpful and consider-not-helpful respondents suggest that we should
consider assisting code formatting “Another useful thing would be to detect when some code isn’t indented enough”, “Most
of my edits are fixing indentation and formatting to make the code more readable”, “I don’t care about English formatting. Code formatting
is very important for me”. We believe they point out an interesting future direction.
8
8.1

DISCUSSION
Impact on Social Process and Quality Control

Our edit assistance tool can be integrated as a plugin of post editor or viewer to assist post editing
or viewing. In fact, one survey replier suggests that “Maybe it would automatically highlight things in text areas on
SO, or maybe it’d even optionally highlight things in posts even before I entered the edit interface, to prompt me that there are things in
that post I could fix”.

16 Available

In this way, our tool works in a similar way to existing spell checkers. It focuses on

at http://tagreorder.appspot.com/surveyResults.html
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Fig. 11. The survey results

handling information without incorporating notions of role, process and social interaction [15].
However, our tool may still indirectly impact social process and quality control.
First, if the suggested highlighting feature is supported, it may impact to which posts human
editors allocate their attention. Furthermore, the editing knowledge of our tool comes from archival
post edits that human make. However, editing new terms emerging as technologies evolve still
needs human editors. Our tool may also impact to what information (the editing needs that the
tool can assist or the emerging editing needs) human editors allocate their attention. In any cases,
our edit assistance tool will never replace human editors, but assist the allocation of their attention.
Second, post editors can use our tool to improve the post quality, but conflicts may still occur when
collaborative editing changes the post meaning17 . This may discourage other users’ subsequent
contributions. However, the risk of adopting our tool in discouraging users’ contributions would be
low. Our assistance tool corrects minor textual issues which would rarely change the post meaning
and the recommended edits is generally of high quality. Furthermore, our tool only recommends
sentence edits, while the editors decide whether to adopt the recommended edits or not. The
double checking by the editors mitigates the potential effects of altering the meaning of the original
posts. And Li et al [21] show that collaborative edits by human editors decrease the subsequent
contributions marginally.
Third, novice post editors can use our tool to learn to correct minor textual issues in others’
posts. Such small editing tasks can provide a mechanism of legitimate peripheral participation [19]
for novice users. However, the increasing post edits by novice editors may impact the edit review
process in Stack Overflow. On the one hand, as our field study shows, novice post editors can edit
many posts in a short time with the tool’s assistance. This will increase the approval working
load of trusted contributors. On the other hand, novice editors may accept some erroneous edit
recommendations made by the tool due to the lack of experience and knowledge. It may result in
some low-quality post edits. The existing Stack Overflow policy prevents such a situation from
happening because one novice contributor can submit at most 5 post edits for approval at the same
time and they cannot continue until some submitted edits have been approved. Suitable policies
and machine learning methods like Wikipedia’s OREs [1] may be further explored to avoid such
unintended consequences in the future.
8.2

Generalizability of Our Approach and Findings

In this work, we study only Stack Overflow post edits. However, our approach is not tied to any
collaborative editing or quality control process in online communities. The input to our approach
is essentially just a parallel corpus of original and edited text (see Figure 5). Therefore, we would
expect that the work flow of our approach can be applied to other online communities, such as
17 https://meta.stackexchange.com/questions/28005
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other Stack Exchange sites, Wikipedia [3, 17],
where sufficient content editing history is
archived, to develop edit assistance tool.
Adopting our approach to other online communities needs to consider the content and editing
characteristics of those communities. For other Q&A sites about computer programming like
CodeProject19 , the model trained by Stack Overflow data could be directly adopted. It would also
be straightforward to apply our approach to other Stack Exchange sites as all Stack Exchange sites
follow the same general community practices. However, for non-computing related Q&A sites like
mathematics, physics or chemistry, domain-specific regular expressions need to be developed to
normalize domain-specific rare words. For online communities like Wikipedia or Quora whose
content and editing practices are substantially different from Stack Overflow, a formative study of
the content and editing practices would be necessary to determine how to collect training data and
choose an appropriate deep learning method.
The other critical issue that affects the applicability of our approach is the availability of sufficient
archival editing data for training the deep learning model. By sufficient, the editing data is not
necessarily as large scale as Stack Overflow data in this study. For online communities like Stack
Overflow, Wikipedia, or Quora where the content and editing patterns are very diverse, a large
scale editing data is required and also available. For other sites that have much less editing data,
it may still be possible to train a reliable model because the content would be more focused and
the editing patterns would be less diverse. Future comparative studies are required to confirm the
extent to which the training data size affects our approach.
Another issue is whether the findings of our approach’s effectiveness and usefulness through
the evaluation of archival post edits, a small field study and the survey of trusted post editors will
still be valid in a large-scale, live deployment of the tool in Stack Overflow. We are confident in the
quality of recommended sentenced edits, but how to integrate our tool in Stack Overflow, whether
the recommended edits will be accepted in practice and how they may impact post owners and
editors’ behavior and the edit-review process require many further studies.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we investigate the need for and the feasibility of assisting small sentence editing
in Stack Overflow. Our empirical observation of post edits in Stack Overflow and the survey of
trusted contributors confirms the need for an edit assistance tool and the potential benefits for
the community. A deep learning based approach has been developed to learn to apply sentence
editing patterns from large-scale post edits by the community. Our evaluation through large-scale
archival post edits demonstrates the quality of recommended sentence edits by our tool. Our field
study with a novice post editor demonstrates the tool’s ability to assist novice editor to edit posts
with a wide range of topics. Our survey of trusted contributors shows that trusted contributors
appreciate the tool’s potentials in assisting post editing, but they also raise the concerns about
how to integrate the tool in Stack Overflow and how to extend the tool for complex edits such as
adding/removing sentences or code formatting.
Although our tool, as a single-user application, can potentially assist post owners and editors
in improving content quality or assist novice editors in learning community-adopted editing
patterns, deploying our tool in Stack Overflow may have complicated impacts on social process
and collaboration, which deserve further studies in the future. We will also extend our approach
to other online communities to understand the generalizability of our approach, especially its
reliance on big data. Extending deep learning approach to code formatting could also benefit the
18 https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-guidelines-and-policies-for-editing-a-question-on-Quora
19 https://www.codeproject.com/script/Answers/List.aspx
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Stack Overflow community, as existing code formatting tools are all based on manually developed
rules for a particular language. Adding/removing whole sentences is still an open challenge for the
RNN-based model, but it could be feasible to train a classifier to decide what kinds of information
(e.g., code, screenshots, web resources) need to be added or removed in a post.
10
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